
Books
Maria Eliades takes a look
back at 2010's underground
releases in time for the
holiday season

As the year passes us by, we don't
always get to grab new releases when
they arrive in stores. Thankfully, five
of the very best new releases have re-
emerged to give us all a very merry
reading season.

Is it history or fiction?
If twin narratives, metafiction and the
capture of Constantinople are your
fetishes, Nedim Gürsel's The
Conqueror (Jan. 2010), will be more
than satisfying. In the seclusion of a
Bosphorus yal› (seaside mansion),
Gürsel's narrator struggles to write his
account of Mehmed II's campaign
while the circumstances of the pre-80s
coup world tries to break in. Lush
passages of the novel-within-the-
novel (also titled “The Conqueror”)
intersect with the narrative of the
writing of the novel, both in concept
and theme. This is almost a shout-out
to Italo Calvino's very postmodern, If
On a Winter's Night a Traveller,
minus the intensity or
unpredictability. The sedate
Conqueror is more concerned with
trapping various viewpoints before
they escape, to care about technique,
but does conclude faithful to its
premise.

Death in Bucharest
Almost every language spoken in the
world of the Ottoman Empire in the
19th century is represented in the
overlapping context of characters of

the folkloric Kyra Kyralina (Apr. 2010)
by Panaït Istrati. Stavro or Dragomir,
as he is better known, tells the story of
his ruined life roaming Romania, Syria
and Turkey in search of his abducted
sister, Kyra. Coddled by luxury,
Dragomir sets to the road beset by
misfortunes, which carry him across
the Empire. When we meet him, he
narrates his tale to Adrien, a young
Romanian man who wishes to have a
wandering life. Regardless, the flow of
stories gives a real sense of the totality
of Ottoman culture and its
reverberations in its former territories.

This Dry Earth
Julia and Richard Tillinghast
translate Edip Cansever's delightful
and disorienting voice into English for
the first time together in their
collection, Dirty August (Dec. 2009).
Cansever, a member of the so-called
“‹kinci Yeni” (Second New) school,
wrote for the language of his time in
spare lines which juxtapose images
and shapes without explanation,
making the reader responsible for
their interpretation, like in The
Sounds of Blood from my
Handkerchief:

Long ago, you were holding a
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beautiful wineglass,
Your elbow propped against a chair-
At one time I would have said,
‘propped against the sky.'
The things we write are pictures on a
pack of cigarettes,
The pictures are prisons.
The pictures: longing.
The pictures: from time immemorial.
A flexed muscle.
Your love, urgent.
Your friendship, quick.
I'm looking now,
That glass sits in my hand like a
curse.

We have the rare gift of feeling
familiar with his voice through this
collection and in its highly informative
but not overly academic introduction.
Tillinghasts's translation is so
deliciously good that you’ll even be
inspired to attempt to read these
poems in Turkish.

The Unwavering Brigade
George Messo's gathering of 22
Turkish female poets in From this
Bridge: Contemporary Turkish
Women Poets (Jun. 2010) is a worthy
effort. The bilingual rendering of the
poems in the edition is an excellent
gateway for anyone interested in
reading Turkish poetry. Alas, since
most of the translations do not stand
up in English, from this volume we can
only recommend the fierce poetry of
Zerrin Taflp›nar, Sennur Sezer,
Perihan Ma¤den, Nefle Yafl›n and Lâle
Müldür.

Poems on a Journey
Cast aside your fears and choose a
unique path, say the poems of Ece
Temelkuran through this fluid
translation of her collection, Book of

A literary year at a glance

the Edge (Jul. 2010), by Deniz Perin.
Izmir-born Temelkuran is not unlike
Walt Whitman when she writes, 
What You Must Leave Behind:

If the journey to be embarked upon
is one that seeks its own path, 
you are not to load your saddlebag.
Empty your saddlebag-your Me-
as much as possible.

You own so many things now!
Perhaps that’s why 
you can’t go. You’re brimming, your
hands are cluttered. Let go: 
the sounds will release you as soon as
you stop grasping them.

Shred all those long sentences you’ve
formed, and stuff them 
into mattresses for others to thrash
upon. 
Those who remain 
need the safe embrace of mattresses
filled with straw sentences. 
Those who have come to this world as
overnight guests 
need the security of hackneyed
sentences. 

Her words and wisdom of the way of
the traveller brings us through a
mystic journey in which the creatures
of the wood and the city reveal more
about human existence than expected.

All titles are available at Pandora
Books.
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